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Abstract. Static imaging of the electrical impedance tomography can obtain the absolute electrical conductivity distribution
at one section of the subject. The test is performed on a cylinder physical phantom in which slim rectangle, hollow cylinder,
small rectangle or three cylinders are selected to simulate complex conductivity perturbation objects. The measurement data
is obtained by a data acquisition system with 32 compound electrodes. A group of static images of conductivity distribution
in the cylinder phantom are reconstructed by the modified Newton-Raphson algorithm with two kinds of regularization
methods. The results show correct position, size, conductivity difference, and similar shape of the perturbation objects in the
images.
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1. Introduction
Electrical impedance tomography can obtain the electrical impedance distribution image in the
section of electrodes array by injecting alternative current and detecting the response voltages on the
surface of a human body. For the characteristics of non-invasion, free radiation, and repeatability, EIT
shows huge prospect in biomedical application, such as edema [1], hemorrhage or bleeding [2], and
lung ventilation [3-5]. There are two procedures in the reconstruction algorithm, one is the forward
problem and the other is the inverse problem. Most of the forward problem is solved by the finite
element method (FEM) [6, 7] and some literatures use the boundary element method (BEM) [8, 9].
There are many methods to solve the inverse problem, such as Newton-Raphson algorithm [10, 11],
expectation maximum method [12], and so on. In order to reduce the ill-posed problem, regularization
method, for example Tikhonov method [13], SVD method [14], and L1 norm method [15], is
necessary to be applied during the procedure of solving the inverse problem. Electrodes are the sensors
of EIT. Usually, the more the number of electrodes is, the better the quality of reconstruction images is
[16]. Numerical model [17], physical phantom [18, 19], and animal model [20, 21] are valid tools to
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verify the performance of EIT algorithm and system.
According to the property of reconstructed electrical impedance, EIT can be divided into two kinds.
Difference EIT or dynamic EIT aims to reconstruct the conductivity distribution variation using two
frames measurement data at different times or frequencies. Static EIT aims to reconstruct the absolute
conductivity distribution using one frame measurement data at one time and frequency. Difference
EIT is a popular selection for less system error from the difference of data. To some extent, Static
imaging is the final goal of EIT.
In this paper, all of the measurement data are acquired by EIT data acquisition system with 32
compound electrodes on a cylinder phantom, which is developed by before research [22]. The static
images of conductivity distribution are reconstructed by the modified Newton-Raphson iterative
algorithm. By comparing the imaging results using eigenvalue threshold regularization [14] and
truncated SVD, respectively, the former is selected to deal with the next test.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Data acquisition system
The data acquisition system is developed by our group. This system drives by currents and voltages
data are measured. The frequency of stimulating currents is 47 KHz, whose amplitude is from 0.16
mA to 2.56 mA. The precision of the voltage measurement is less than 0.5%.
2.2. Physical phantom
The physical phantom is a cylinder tank of 300 mm in inner-diameter, which simulates the human
thorax. 32 compound electrodes are dispatched equidistantly on the periphery of the phantom. The
background is NaCl solution with different resistivity. The conductivity perturbation objects are agar
blocks also with different resistivity. The value of resistivity is calculated by an experiential formula.
2.3. Static reconstruction algorithm
According to least square principle, its resistivity variation can be calculated by the modified
Newton-Raphson algorithm [10, 23]:
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Where, ρk is the presumed resistivity distribution of k-th iteration step, Vc(ρk) is the forward calculated
boundary voltages corresponding to ρk, Vc’(ρk) is the derivative of Vc(ρk) with respect to ρk and is called
Jacobian matrix, [Vc’(ρk)]T Vc(ρk) is called Hessian matrix. Then, the next impedance distribution can
be obtained by
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Fig. 1. Reconstructed model.

The iterative stop condition is Φ(ρ)≤10-10 or the number of iterative steps is more than some preset
number.
2.4. Regularization methods
However, the condition number of Hessian matrix is very large. So, Δρk is very sensitive to small
error or noise. In order to attenuate the ill-conditioning of the problem, it is a feasible method to
reduce the condition number of Jacobian or Hessian matrix. As the condition number of Hessian
matrix is the square of that of Jacobian matrix, the Hessian matrix is the main object.
Because known eigenvalues of a matrix can calculate its condition number, the eigenvalues of
Hessian matrix can directly adjust the condition number. The eigenvalues of Hessian matrix is solved
by the singular value decomposition (SVD). Two kinds of methods are selected to compare the
imaging result. One is the eigenvalue threshold regularization (ETR). ETR can easily control the
condition number of Hessian matrix by adjusting its regularization parameter. Another is the truncated
SVD [13].
2.5. Finite element model
The following finite element model is applied to reconstruct the conductivity distribution, see Figure
1. The model is a 15-layer concentric circle. The whole region is discretized into 1016 triangle
elements with 541 nodes. The above grid is also the model of the forward problem when calculating
the Vc(ρk) in Eq. (1).
3. Results
3.1. Comparison of images using two regularization methods
A series of images using ETR and truncated SVD, respectively, are reconstructed, see Figures 2-5.
Two cylinder targets with 66mm diameter are symmetric about the center of the tank. The resistivities
of the upper target, the lower target, and the background solution are 2.0 :m, 1.0 :m and 4.0 :m,
respectively. The distance between the two targets’ boundary increases by 20mm increment. Let the
regularization parameter as 1.0u106. Graybar ranges from 0 to 255, whose upper number is the
maximum resistivity, and the lower is the minimum resistivity.
When the distance is 20 mm, see Figure 2, the image reconstructed by ETR can be distinguished as
two objects if taking into account the error in the center. But, the image reconstructed by truncated
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Fig. 2. Static reconstruction imaging of two targets with 20 mm distance. (a) sketch map of targets. (b) reconstruction image
using ETR. (c) reconstruction image using truncated SVD.
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Fig. 3. Static reconstruction imaging of two targets with 40 mm distance. (a) sketch map of targets. (b) reconstruction image
using ETR. (c) reconstruction image using truncated SVD.
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Fig. 4. Static reconstruction imaging of two targets with 60 mm distance. (a) sketch map of targets. (b) reconstruction image
using ETR. (c) reconstruction image using truncated SVD.

SVD entirely becomes one object. As the distance increasing, the images made by two methods are all
improved step by step, see Figures 3-5. However, the images using ETR are clearer than those using
truncated SVD. Therefore, the ETR obtains better reconstruction images than the truncated SVD,
especially to the objects near the center.
3.2. Images of complex objects
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Fig. 5. Static reconstruction imaging of two targets with 80 mm distance. (a) sketch map of targets. (b) reconstruction image
using ETR. (c) reconstruction image using truncated SVD.
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Fig. 6. Static reconstruction imaging of rectangle target. (a)
sketch map of 60 mmu20 mm rectangle cylinder with 8.0
:m resistivity. The background’s resistivity is 1.0 :m. (b)
reconstruction image using ETR.

Fig. 7. Static reconstruction imaging of rectangle target. (a)
sketch map of 60 mmu20 mm rectangle cylinder with 8.0
:m resistivity. The background’s resistivity is 1.0 :m. (b)
reconstruction image using ETR.
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Fig. 8. Static reconstruction imaging of hollow target. (a)
sketch map of targets. The upper target is a hollow cylinder
with 70 mm inner diameter, 102 mm outer diameter, and
4.0 :m resistivity. The lower target is a cylinder with 48
mm diameter and 4.0 :m resistivity. The background’s
resistivity is 1.0 :m. (b) the reconstruction image using
ETR.
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Fig. 9. Static reconstruction imaging of small target. (a)
sketch map of 20 mmu20 mm square cylinder with 8.0 :m
resistivity. The background’s resistivity is 1.0 :m. (b)
reconstruction image using ETR.
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Fig. 10. Static reconstruction imaging of three targets. (a) sketch map of targets. The upper target is a 60 mmu20 mm
rectangle cylinder with 8.0 :m resistivity. The lower-left target is a cylinder with 66mm diameter and 1.5 :m resistivity.
The lower-right target is a cylinder with 66mm diameter and 1.0 :m resistivity. The background’s resistivity is 2.0 :m. (b)
reconstruction image using ETR.

A group of reconstructed images, see Figures 6-10, are obtained using ETR and measurement data
from physical phantom. In the following reconstruction images, set rc=1.0u106, which is selected by
experience. Graybar ranges from 0 to 255, whose upper number is the maximum resistivity, and the
lower is the minimum resistivity.
4. Discussions
The ETR can improve the reconstructed results by modifying the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix.
The bigger eigenvalues of Hessian matrix reflect the characteristic of the field near the boundary and
the smaller eigenvalues reflect the characteristic of the field near the center, noise and calculating
errors. By enlarging the smaller eigenvalues appropriately, not discarding them, the ETR can obtain
better reconstruction images than the truncated SVD, especially to the field near the center.
Some shapes of the conductivity perturbation objects in the reconstructed images deform, such as,
slim rectangle in Figure 6, and hollow cylinder in Figure 8. But, the reconstruction image of the same
slim rectangle in Figure 6 makes a great change. One of the reasons may be the distance close to the
boundary of the tank. Another reason is that the size of the triangle element in the finite element model
is not enough small.
The positions of perturbation objects in all of the images are correct. When the objects are near to
the boundary of tank, the size of objects is nearly equal to their real size. The best distinguishability is
about 20/300=6.7% of the tank’s diameter, see Figure 9. While the objects are close to the center of
the tank, the size of objects is bigger than their real size.
Although the values of the conductivities of the perturbation objects in all of the images are not the
precise setup values, the difference of the conductivities of the background solution and the
perturbation objects is correct. For example, in Figure 10, four kinds of conductivities are expressed
by four kinds of gray colors. Relative to the resistivity of background solution, the minimum
resistivity variation, 25%, occurs in Figure 10.
There still exists some reconstructed error in the images, such as the field in the center and the
boundary of the reconstruction images. The discretization of the reconstruction FEM model may be
one of reasons.
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5. Conclusions
Using a data acquisition system with 32 compound electrodes and Newton-Raphson reconstruction
algorithm, a series of static images of electrical impedance tomography on physical phantom are
reconstructed. Compared to the imaging results on physical phantom with two kinds of regularization
methods, ETR can get better results than truncated SVD. Moreover, when setting some complex
conductivity perturbation objects, including slim rectangle, hollow cylinder, small rectangle, and three
cylinders with different conductivities, the ETR still works. The imaging results can show correct
position, size, the conductivity difference, and similar shapes of the perturbation objects.
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